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Purpose: Previous research has explored nurses´ experience with the implementation of early detection alert systems, and nurses and 
physicians’ perceptions of sepsis management and use of sepsis triage. As one of the first, this study aims to investigate the perceived 
usefulness of an interdisciplinary quality improvement project including standardized sepsis patient pathway to improve the early 
identification and treatment of sepsis patients.
Participants and Methods: This study was a qualitative study that employed semi-structured interviews with thirteen ward nurses 
and five ward physicians recruited by convenience and respondent-driven sampling, respectively. The interviews explored the 
perceived usefulness of mutual training in sepsis care in medical hospital wards. We applied Systematic Text Condensation to analyze 
the experiences and knowledge of professional identification and cooperation in early identification of sepsis patients.
Results: The results revealed three main themes: Awareness of sepsis, collaboration between nurses and physicians, and clinical 
assessment and judgement. The findings highlighted the positive impact of the project in terms of raising awareness, improving 
communication, and enhancing the ability to detect and treat sepsis. The study also identified the importance of repetition and 
reminders to maintain awareness, the need for ongoing training for new healthcare professionals, and the challenges of collaboration 
and decision-making processes.
Conclusion: The sepsis intervention seemed successful in improving awareness of sepsis and enhancing interprofessional collabora-
tion between nurses and physicians. Health professionals continued to rely on their clinical judgment but increased the use of objective 
measurements and communication of vital signs. Continuous repetition and education for new colleagues were identified as important 
factors for the sustainability of the intervention. Overall, the study highlights the importance of standardized protocols and training for 
early detection and management of sepsis in healthcare settings.
Keywords: qualitative study, sepsis, early identification, interprofessional training program

Introduction
Sepsis is a dynamic, rapid and life-threatening disease due to a dysregulated response to infection,1 affecting 48.9 million 
people worldwide every year.2 In 2020, 11 million sepsis-related deaths were reported.2 As there is no gold standard test, 
diagnosing sepsis can be challenging. Healthcare professionals must often rely on a combination of test results and 
clinical signs of organ failure (such as tachypnea, hypotension, tachycardia, oliguria, disorientation and icterus), as well 
as their knowledge of how these signs correlate with the likelihood of infection.3 All three Surviving Sepsis Consensuses 
(SSC) agree on early and timely identification and treatment in order to achieve good patient outcomes.1,4,5 As mortality 
increases with the development of organ failures6 and to identification and treatment initiation,7 the SSC has provided 
different guidelines including screening and early alert tools for sepsis.8
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Although bedside nurses play a crucial role in identifying the early stages of sepsis,9–12 the SSC guidelines provide little 
information on their role in sepsis management.12 In the past, the SSC campaigns have mainly targeted the emergency 
departments and the intensive care units.13–17 However, two interventions that aimed to increase knowledge, competence and 
systems for early detection of sepsis on general wards among bedside nurses resulted in improved survival and shorter ICU 
stays.18,19 Nurses thus can become capable of identifying sepsis,3 but they rely on physicians to initiate adequate treatment. 
Thus, collaborative and effective communication, alert systems and response standards within and between these groups of 
healthcare professionals are crucial for optimal patient outcomes.9,18–25 Previous research has explored nurses´ experience 
with the implementation of early detection alert systems25 and nurses’ and physicians’ perceptions of sepsis management and 
use of sepsis triage.22,26,27 However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated how nurses and physicians 
perceive the usefulness of mutual training in communication, alert, and response standards in sepsis care. Therefore, the aim of 
this study was to explore the experiences of nurses and physicians following the implementation of a cross-disciplinary quality 
improvement project designed to enhance the early identification and treatment of sepsis patients.

Materials and Methods
This study was a qualitative study that employed semi-structured interviews with nurses and physicians in medical 
hospital wards. We applied Malterud’s phenomenological approach which is inspired by Giorgi,28,29 to explore the 
experiences and knowledge of professional identification and cooperation in early identification of sepsis patients. The 
phenomenological approach seeks to understand phenomena as they are naturally experienced by the individuals.28 The 
phenomenon at interest in this study was the health care professionals perception of their complex everyday work before 
and after the implementation of a cross-disciplinary intervention to early detection of sepsis.

Study Setting
A cross disciplinary intervention was performed on all medical, surgical and gynecological wards at a Norwegian 
hospital with around 200 confirmed sepsis patients per year.19 In 2010, the hospital employed process mapping30 to 
develop a standardized patient pathway tailored to each patient’s response to sepsis.19 Table 1 details the different aspects 
of the intervention previously described by Torsvik et al, which effectively reduced sepsis morbidity and mortality.19 The 
project with all interventions were collectively known as “Stop Sepsis Nurse” which were introduced for doctors and 

Table 1 Schematic Overview Over the Interventions in the Stop Sepsis Nurse Project

Intervention Critical Content of the Intervention

Development of tools for screening, observation, alert, and treatment 

flow chart. Developed with the users and improved in iterative cycles.

● Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome and Organ Failure 
(SOF)-triage, including red flag criteria

● New observation chart developed with nurses and doctors
● Treatment flow chart described according to results in SOF-triage
● Stressing importance of objective communication

Training sessions (4 hours) for all nurses and nursing students at the 
hospital

● Pathophysiology of Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome 

(SIRS), sepsis and organ failure
● Systematic observation of vital parameters and signs of organ failure
● How to use the SOF-triage and observation chart
● Discussing case reports on events in the course of observing and 

treatment of previous patients
● Importance of prompt intravenous fluids and appropriate antibiotics
● Learning objective communication about the patient’s status based 

on observation of vital signs

Six extra hours training for expert nurses ● Background for the project
● Interpretation of blood gas analysis
● Use of the SOF-triage and flow-chart

(Continued)
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nurses in April 2011, and implemented in September 2011, with reinforcements in 2012 and 2013. The full Systemic 
Inflammatory Response Syndrome and Organ Failure (SOF)-triage, including red flag criteria can be found in Torsvik 
et al 2016,19 page 2. In brief The SOF-triage asks the nurse to measure SIRS signs (respiratory rate, pulse, temperature 
and oxygen or carbon dioxide amount in blood). If at least two of the SIRS signs are deviating the nurse are asked to do 
triage for organ failure (low systolic blood pressure or drop >40 mmHg in blood pressure, acute disorientation, low 
oxygen saturation in blood despite given oxygen, long capillary filling time, high serum-lactate, low thrombocytes, and 
low urinary output). The Stop Sepsis Nurse guideline was revised in line with the new Sepsis-3 definition in 2016.1 The 
change was not radical as the SOF-triage already included clinical assessment of organ failures.19 With the Sepsis-3 
definition, The Norwegian health authorities invited to three national learning networks; early identification of deteriora-
tion (2016), early detection of sepsis in the emergency department (2017) and early detection of sepsis in general wards 
(2018). The first and second author of the present manuscript participated in all these networks. Two of the networks 
advocated the National Early Warning Score (NEWS2)31 as a good tool to identify deterioration in general and for sepsis. 
In addition, the quick SOFA score (q-SOFA)1 was advocated for sepsis detection in emergency departments. As the first 
author previously had done work suggesting poor performance of the q-SOFA,32 we did not want this tool as the stand- 
alone identification tool. Thus, we incorporated NEWS and q-SOFA into our triage system for sepsis, thus both 
a worsening in NEWS and a worsening of organ failure would trigger a sepsis alert.

Participants and Recruitment
The participants were recruited from the pool of 200 ward nurses and 50 physicians employed in the five medical wards 
from September 2015 to January 2016. Nurse managers were requested to identify nurses who had been employed since 
the start of the project and were able to provide comprehensive information. An e-mail was sent to all nurses that the 
nurse managers identified as recruitable. This is often referred to as criterion sampling, a variant of purposive sampling, 
that aims to select cases meeting predetermined criteria.33 The CEO of the clinic suggested physicians selected by 
criterion sampling, and these were invited via email and were asked to suggest additional colleagues. Such suggestions 
from peers are often called snowball sampling.33 In total 18 respondents were recruited. Of these 13 (72.2%) were nurses 
and five (28.8%) were physicians. The mean age were 45.2 years, with a range from 31 to 59, see Table 2 for further 
baseline characteristics.

Table 1 (Continued). 

Intervention Critical Content of the Intervention

Information sessions for physicians: ● Presentation of SOF-triage chart and the algorithm in the alert and 

treatment flow chart

Development of clinical pathway: ● Standardized care pathway for patients with SIRS/Sepsis
Developed standardised laboratory orders for microbial and organ 

failure detection.

Table 2 Informants Baseline Characteristics, n=18

Characteristics Measurements as  
Indicated

Nurses, n (%) 13 (72.2)
Women, n (%) 14 (77.7)

Age, range (mean) 31–59 (45.2)

Years of work experience nurses, range, (mean) 6–32 (18.0)
Years of work experience physicians, range (mean) 5–29 (12.4)

Job position in % working time, nurses 50–100%

Job position in % working time physicians, range 100–100%
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Data Collection and Analysis
Semi-structured individual interviews were conducted with the professionals to explore how they perceived the useful-
ness and experiences of the Stop Sepsis Nurse project. The interviews, which lasted between 20 to 50 minutes, were 
audio-recorded, and later transcribed verbatim. To analyze the data, we used the four analytic stages of Systematic Text 
Condensation (STC),29,34,35 a well-defined and structured method for qualitative data analysis. The first stage involved 
reading through the interviews several times to find initial themes while also bracketing the interviewers (ILB) 
preunderstanding.29 The second stage involved systematically reading the transcriptions line by line to identify units 
of meaning, which were sorted into preliminary themes, and adjusted as necessary. We used NVivo Pro 11, QSR 
international Pty LTD, to organize the units of meanings into the themes. In the third stage, the content of the units of 
meaning under each theme were abstracted and condensed. In the final stage, the material was re-contextualized to 
develop a comprehensive understanding of the data. Nuances under the themes were further categorized into subgroups 
and appropriate quotations from the material were chosen to illustrate the meaning of each theme and subgroup. The 
material was evaluated in several cycles between the four analytic stages during the process. An example of the analytical 
process is presented in Table 3.

Results
Thirteen nurses (one male) and five physicians (three males) were interviewed. The participants ages ranged from 31 to 
59 years, with a mean age of 45.2 years. The nurses had between 6 to 32 years (mean 18.0) professional experience and 
the physician’s had between 5 to 29 years (mean 12.4). All physicians had full-time positions at the hospital, while the 
nurses had positions ranging from 50% to 100%. All participants had been employed at the hospital prior to the stop 
sepsis nurse intervention, and six of the nurses had served as expert nurses during the intervention period.

During the interviews the professionals mainly discussed changes that took place in three specific areas after the 
intervention: Increased awareness of sepsis, improved collaboration between nurses and physicians, and enhanced 
clinical assessment and judgement. These three areas were identified as the main themes in the study’s result.

Main Theme #1. Increased Awareness of Sepsis
The nurses reported that the sepsis project had raised their awareness of sepsis, and the training sessions were particularly 
beneficial. In this main theme, the need of repetition and reminders was a sub-group. The training had provided them 
with knowledge about the rapid development of sepsis, and the importance of systematic observation for early 
identification and communication of deterioration. Consequently, the nurses felt their competence had increased, and 
they were better prepared to care for patients who were deteriorating into severe sepsis.

Table 3 Schematic Example of the Stepwise Analysing Process Using Systematic Text Condensation

Step 1: 
Preliminary 
Theme

Step 2: Meaning Unit Step 3: Condensed Meaning Step 4: Final Sub-Groups and Themes

Codes Sub-Groups Final Theme

The tools for 

screening and 
observation

“It suddenly came two new charts, and in the 

start it was a bit unfamiliar […] but it is the 
observation tool that is most useful for me” 

“you might use it [the observation chart] for 
an opposite purpose too; you can wait to start 

[antibiotics] and follow the development with 

a supportive treatment like intravenous fluid 
and oxygen and such. And you have 

confidence in being informed if deterioration 

happens that says you have to start with 
antibiotics»”

Nurses and physicians find the 

observation chart most useful, 
but have a different view on how 

to use it

Using the charts:
● Nurses use of SIRS and 

Organ Failure triage 

(SOF-triage) and 
observation chart.

● Physicians view of the 

charts

Enhanced 

clinical 
assessment 

and judgement
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We focused a lot on it (…) the competence on the wards improved a lot, yes in all nurses (…) how much everyone knows, when 
we hear sepsis, it is like ringing a bell and then everyone immediately is alert. So, I feel that the knowledge is substantially 
increased after the training. (Nurse 7) 

The physicians reported that the sepsis project had increased their awareness of the importance of early identification of 
sepsis. They also noted an increased focus on sepsis among ward nurses. The physicians observed that the nurses paid 
attention to the SIRS and organ failure triage (SOF-Triage) and used the vital signs belonging to the SOF-triage when 
communicating with the physician. In the past, the nurses had primarily reported only the patient’s blood pressure as 
a sign of deterioration.

We physicians quickly started to talk about an increased awareness on the wards. And not only on the medical wards, but also 
on the surgical wards. They [nurses] became more aware on sepsis and the SOF-triage criteria. [Physician 2] 

The nurses stated that they believed the new awareness and focus resulted in earlier detection, enabling them to prevent 
patients from developing sepsis. Especially the patient case histories presented in the sepsis training program had made 
the nurses reflect upon previous patients, and how sepsis treatment could have been initiated earlier if they only had this 
knowledge previously.

I think that the increased knowledge of both nurses and physicians is leading to earlier initiation of treatment, resulting in 
patients becoming less ill and are being transferred to ICU less frequently. [Nurse 7] 

The physicians, on the other hand, said they had discussed if the implementation of initiatives in the sepsis project would 
lead to fewer deaths.

Critical voices argued that the project would not improve survival, but I believe that it is always beneficial to focus on 
observation of our patients. This approach gives us all an increased awareness in the assessments and enable a quicker 
identification of patients who require a physician response. [Physician 4] 

Sub-Group Main Theme 1: Repetition and Reminders
The nurses emphasized the significance of repeating the sepsis training, including frequent reminders to use the screening 
tools to avoid losing awareness. Sharing and discussing novel patient cases increased the awareness of sepsis. 
Furthermore, the nurses stressed the importance of ensuring that the sepsis training sessions also was given to new 
physicians and nurses to prevent unresponsiveness to patients deteriorating due to sepsis. They strongly felt that new 
nurses had to learn the detection of sepsis and new physicians had to be informed about the appropriate response and 
treatment algorithm.

It [training] needs to be continuously integrated, you know, even if you have had a project, because new nurses and new 
physicians are constantly starting. And as nurses, we can’t do much if the physicians are not informed about the project. It’s 
essential that they take it seriously when we call regarding a patient’s deterioration. They need to understand that they must 
prioritize these patients (]] Thus, we need to constantly repeat again and again [Nurse 12] 

Main Theme #2. Collaboration Between Nurses and Physicians
Nurses perceived that the collaboration with the physicians had changed, mainly for the better, following the intervention period. 
The subgroups in this theme were changes in ways of communication, and physicians’ responses as experienced by nurses.

Changes in Ways of Communication
The nurses experienced that their communication had become more accurate and more focused on objective data, such as 
patients’ vital signs. They realized that they had previously reported the patients’ condition in more emotional and vague phrases.

It is much easier to call the physician now that we have these standardized criteria, because we now can report that the patient 
has two SIRS criteria, and it feels like we get a more specific response from the physician. It is easier to report objectively than 
to call and say, he’s [the patient] not feeling well. [Nurse 11] 
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The physicians also noticed changes in how nurses communicated about patient’s conditions, with a shift from diffuse 
terms to more reporting of vital parameters. Physicians reported that this made it easier to collaborate regarding patients 
and make decisions about the next step in treatments, ultimately saving time.

I think the communication is much more specific now. We are informed of the objective reason for being called; it could be due 
to a low blood pressure, anuria, or a patient with high fever and tachycardia, rather than just a vague statement like “I don’t like 
the patient’s condition”, as they used to communicate before.[Physician 4] 

Physicians’ Response as Experienced by Nurses
Nurses felt the sepsis project had led to a better understanding between the professions. For example, nurses felt the 
response from the physicians had become much better. They were met with respect and their information were taken 
seriously.

It seems like the physicians I have been in contact with are well-informed about the SOF-triage, and I feel I get a good response 
to my observation. they come to the wards and assess the patient. [Nurse 3] 

However, nurses expressed concerns that there were still challenges in the collaboration between the two professions. If 
the nurses sensed that a physician was unfamiliar with the SOF-triage algorithm, they used different methods to inform 
the physician about the sepsis-procedure.

If I sense that a physician is not informed about the SOF-triage, I tell them a little bit about it and almost try to put words into 
their mouth. Sometimes it is almost like giving an instruction. [Nurse 8] 

The nurses also reported they had experienced that physicians were too busy to respond to the SOF-triage, and that after 
the intervention tried hard to get hold of other physicians if the first they called was too busy.

If the physician in charge is occupied, I try the next physician. Yes, I try the next (…). I do not give up on trying to reach 
someone. [Nurse 12] 

Sometimes the nurses also disagreed with the physicians’ decision to just continue monitoring the patient and await 
sepsis treatment until further deterioration. This disagreement caused frustration in the nurses, as they would have 
preferred to start treatment immediately.

It is a frustration for nurses because, we have learned that we should intervene as soon as possible, and that every hour counts. 
I have learned this, and then the physician arrives and says “no, let’s wait a little and se. Just continue with observation”. Then 
we wait until we get a bacterial growth or something. [Nurse 12] 

Main Theme #3. Clinical Assessment and Judgement
The participants talked about how the methods to assess the clinical situation had changed, both regarding technical 
assessment and use of measurements and charts, but also how the nurses’ clinical judgment influenced the assessment. 
The sub-groups in this theme were measurements of vital signs, using the charts, and clinical intuition (embodied know- 
how).

Measurements of Vital Signs
The nurses reported that the Stop Sepsis Nurse intervention increased their knowledge about importance of systematic 
measurement of vital signs when they suspected sepsis. It also helped them to put the measurements into a context to 
better understand the severity of the patient’s condition. They specifically mentioned that they were not aware of the 
importance of respiratory rate as a sepsis predictor before the intervention. However, they also experienced ambiguity 
between the patient’s need to sleep and the need for vital signs measurements, particularly during night-time.

At least I focus on counting respiratory frequency now, because at least I was not very good at doing that before. No. You just 
noticed they [the patients] breathed fast. [Nurse 5] 
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Using the Charts
Initially, nurses had hesitations about using the SOF-triage due to a concern about increased workload. However, once 
they had established the system of SOF-triage and followed the algorithm, they found that it actually saved them time. 
There were varying approaches to using the SOF-triage: some nurses filled it out and used it as evidence when 
communicating with physicians, while others used it as a checklist in order to ensure that all necessary measurements 
were taken. Some nurses integrated the SOF-triage into their thought process and no longer physically fill it out but used 
it as a mental checklist.

So we use the triage tool. Even if we don’t fill it in, we still have it at least as a template where we can consider how many of the 
areas of organ function are affected. This makes it much easier to communicate the information to others. [Nurse 9] 

All the nurses found the observation chart very useful in providing an overview of the patient’s condition and response to 
treatment. This enabled the nurse-physician team to rapidly assess the patient’s condition and quickly decide on further 
treatment. Some nurses also used SOF-triage in conjunction with the observation chart. The observation chart docu-
mented their ongoing surveillance of the patient`s condition, while the SOF-triage supported rapid response from 
physicians.

I feel that we are good at using the observation chart, where we document all measurements, medications, and infusions (.). 
When that one is properly completed and used, it is really good tool that we always have laying on the patients nightstand). If 
you come to take over the patient during the shift change, then you can see the whole day’s record of blood pressures and O2 

saturation. So you have it all there instead of speculating and then maybe understanding or maybe misunderstanding the 
situation. [Nurse 7] 

The physicians said they rarely heard nurses used the word “triage” when referring to patients suspected of developing 
sepsis. Additionally, the physicians were not very familiar with the SOF-triage chart. However, like the nurses, all the 
physicians found the observation chart to be a useful tool in monitoring patients’ conditions and discussing further 
treatment and follow-up plans. The physicians also reported using the observation chart to determine the appropriate 
timing for antibiotic therapy in accordance with Norwegian guidelines for antibiotic therapy in sepsis treatment.

However, you might use it [the observation chart] for the opposite purpose as well. You can choose to delay the start-up [of 
antibiotics] and monitor the how patient’s condition develops with supportive treatment like intravenous fluid therapy and 
oxygen. You can trust that you will be informed [by the nurse] if there is any deterioration suggesting that antibiotics are 
necessary. […] In the beginning, we were confident in starting treatment very quickly for patients fulfilling the criteria. 
However, due to concerns about overuse and antibiotic resistance, there has been a shift towards using it [the observation 
chart] as a support to await too. [Physician 4] 

Clinical Intuition (Embodied Know-How)
The nurses highlighted the importance of using both clinical intuition and objective data for a comprehensive patient 
assessment. Nurses defined clinical intuition as a subconscious feeling or a gut instinct that could indicate when the 
patient was getting sicker or had deteriorated, it could appear when they entered the patient’s room and noticed 
everything at and around the patient, a sense of “something is going on”.

After the Stop Sepsis Nurse intervention, the nurses reported that their clinical intuition prompted them to take 
additional vital signs measurements to confirm their initial impression. They emphasized that using their clinical 
intuition in combination with objective data helped them to make a more comprehensive assessment of the patient’s 
condition.

It’s obviously important during the first meeting when you come into the patient room, your clinical intuition may determine 
whether you choose to take measurements or not. [Nurse 12] 

The physicians also relied on their clinical judgment to make decisions regarding the patients’ treatment. If they 
perceived that the patient’s condition was deteriorating, they had no hesitation in initiating intravenous treatment.
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Discussion
The professionals’ experiences of the interdisciplinary quality improvement project Stop Sepsis Nurse were described in 
three main themes of importance: Awareness of sepsis, collaboration between nurses and physicians, and clinical 
assessment and judgement.

Awareness of Sepsis
The literature suggests that a lack of knowledge among ward nurses about acute deterioration in general and sepsis in 
particular has been a known issue.36–39 One important advancement in Stop Sepsis Nurse project is that the nurses 
experienced that their new competence in measuring vital signs and in using the sepsis triage was important in the early 
identification of sepsis. As they experienced, they identified sepsis earlier than before they wished they had gained this 
knowledge earlier. Their subjective experience of being better at identifying sepsis was later confirmed in quantifiable 
effects of the nurse-led sepsis screening, with decreased morbidity, shortened ICU stay and increased survival.19 In short, 
the group after the intervention (comprising 409 individuals) showed significant improvements. They had a 2.7 times 
higher likelihood of surviving 30 days (95% confidence interval: 1.6 to 4.6), a reduced chance of severe organ failure 
(0.7, 95% CI: 0.4 to 0.9), and a shorter average stay in intensive care by 3.7 days (95% CI: 1.5 to 5.9 days) compared to 
the pre-intervention group (consisting of 472 individuals). The success of the intervention among nurses can as such be 
understood in light of the normalization process theory (NPT), which suggests that the nurses experienced a sense of 
coherence with the intervention (ie their nursing effort became patient-relevant).40 In addition, the interventions initiated 
a cognitive process and reflexive monitoring of past and current practice, which enabled a collective skill set, and shared 
understanding of clinical actions among all nurses and doctors. This process has earlier been shown to making it easier to 
sustain the new practice.40–42

Previous studies have found that the nurses documented vital signs more frequently after implementing standar-
dized triage and observation tools and an alert and treatment flow chart,19,43 and that such knowledge of guidelines 
helps to reduce sepsis mortality.19,44 Of importance to reduce sepsis mortality, the SOF-triage contains many 
measurements and cut-offs for identifying sepsis similar to the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, 
the quick-SOFA (qSOFA) score and red-flag responses for deterioration including physician response time similar to 
the National Early Warning Score II (NEWS II).45,46 However, several studies have also indicated a decline in 
adherence to new guidelines over time.47–49 In our study, the nurses expressed a need for continuous repetition and 
training of old and new members of the interprofessional team in order to maintain effective collaboration and good 
patient outcomes. The need for everyone to “be on board” calls for a good hospital quality system that includes 
continuous repetition and training of new staff, and this may be an important process indicator for maintaining 
competence.50

Collaboration Between Nurses and Physicians
Another important advancement in the Stop Sepsis nurse project is the that both doctors and nurses experienced more 
frequent use of objective and accurate communication, including the reporting of objective data or the use of medical 
terms by the nurses. Such systematic observation and objective communication is in a previous study shown to be more 
likely to trigger a physician response compared to subjective communication by the nurses.51 The Stop Sepsis Nurse 
project also identified more prompt and timely fluid resuscitation after the intervention,19 which is an objective 
measurement of the participants experience of improved collaboration between nurses and physicians. Another key 
factor is the emphasis on collective interprofessional coherence; trust in each other’s competence, need for unambiguous 
guidelines for the sepsis identification and treatment, which is previously also shown important for collaboration between 
health care professionals.22 The new intervention might have been beneficial due to a combination of factors, including 
improved communication, clearer roles and responsibilities for each profession, and the establishment of unambiguous 
guidelines for sepsis identification and treatment. All of the above elements are central in the NPT,41 which explain the 
experienced satisfaction with the Stop Sepsis Nurse among nurses and doctors.
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Measurement of Vital Signs
The third advancement of the project was that both professions experienced that clinical assessment and judgement 
improved, nurses used the systematic measurement of vital signs in order to communicate effectively with the physicians.

The Use of Identification Tools
Previous research has identified the team’s perception of an intervention’s resource demand, usefulness, and user- 
friendliness as crucial success factors.41,42,52,53 The shift from skepticisms to acceptance of the new triage tool in our 
study was enabled through the positive experience of saving time, gaining professional control and improving cross- 
professional collaboration through its utilization. We argue that a key success factor for the project may therefore have 
been the iterative development of the tools through user pilots, with an emphasis on usability, usefulness, user experience 
and a sense of coherence.

Some of the nurses said that they used the SOF-triage as a check list in order to remember all the objective signs of 
SIRS and organ failure. Previous studies have shown that sepsis-related observations increase with the use of check 
lists.13,19 However, some nurses had also stopped using the SOF-triage because they felt they had internalized it as a part 
of their professional knowledge. This is in line with studies where senior nurses used clinical judgement in conjunction 
with NEWS II.54 This sense of mastering and internalizing procedural knowledge may explain why compliance with 
check lists often is found to decrease with time,55 and may be viewed as a natural process in the nurses’ development 
towards expert in the field as described by Benner (2009),56 rather than a negative development.

In previous studies, nurses often experienced frustration when they did not get appropriate physician responses when 
communicating patient deterioration.23,57 In our study, the nurses experienced frustration because physicians had 
a different approach to the observational chart when the physicians used the chart to await the start of antibiotics or 
when new doctors were uninformed about the sepsis algorithm. We see this frustration as a communication mismatch in 
and a lack of common objectives,58 particularly in terms of the timing of starting antibiotic therapy. The physicians was 
more aware of antibiotic resistance, and they did not want to start antibiotics inappropriately. Further, the intervention 
enabled the physicians to trust the nurses to alert them according to the SOF-triage alert system in case of deterioration. 
Despite this mismatch, both professions experienced higher satisfaction with the collaboration on sepsis patients after the 
intervention. As our intervention used collaborative training on sepsis cases, this might have further improved collabora-
tion, as also shown in a previous study.22

Clinical Intuition
Despite the standardization of the sepsis algorithm, nurses, and physicians in the study experienced that they still felt the 
need to additionally use their clinical intuition or judgement. Intuition is known to detect subtle changes in patient’s 
condition even before there is a deviation in vital signs.56,59 After the intervention, nurses experienced to use their 
intuition as a trigger tool, the feeling of that “something is wrong with the patient” urged the objective measurements of 
vital signs. This finding is consistent with previous research on intuition as a triggering tool, which emphasizes the need 
to confirm intuitive feelings with measurements of objective vital signs.51,60 However, some researchers have found that 
sometimes intuition is used as a replacement for objective measurements.59,61 For the nurses in our study, intuition was 
experienced as a necessary and embodied knowledge that provided an overall impression of the patient’s condition. Some 
triggering tools, such as the NEWS2, include “health professionals concern about the patient” as a trigger for 
assessment,62 which aligns with the health professionals view on their own practice and professional knowledge. We 
believe that one key factor to the success was that the intervention enabled nurses to experience that objective measures 
of vital signs are a valuable and important addition to their intuition of caring for a patient in deterioration.

Strengths and Limitations
Overall, the study design had both strengths and limitations.

The strategic recruitment of nurses was a strength since this is a technique that strives to get variation in age, 
experience and gender mix in the sample.29 The snowball recruitment of the physicians may have led to a skewed sample 
with limited variation,29 however it is a strength that this study sought the experience of both nurses and physicians. The 
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inclusion of only those who had experienced previous to the intervention was necessary to answer the study aim, 
however it limits the generalizability regarding usefulness of such interventions for those who start in a hospital with 
such a system in place.

The use of semi-structured interviews allowed for in-depth exploration of the participants’ experiences and perspec-
tives, providing rich data. The interviewer (ILB) was both involved in the project Stop Sepsis Nurse and conducted the 
interviews. This could lead to a bias towards more positive expressions from the informants. However, ILB’s involve-
ment in the intervention may also have helped to generate more relevant questions during the interviews and to facilitate 
a more open and honest dialogue with the participants. Prior to conducting the interviews ILB made an effort to 
acknowledge her preconception and biases, as recommended by Malterud.35

The participants were also informed that the interviews were not a test with right or wrong answers and were 
encouraged to provide their honest impressions of the intervention. Finally, the possibility of social desirability bias, 
where participants may provide responses that they perceive as desirable, cannot be ruled out.

Conclusion
Based on the results of the study, the Stop sepsis nurse intervention revealed several important experienced outcomes. 
First, both nurses and physicians experienced increased awareness of sepsis. The training sessions provided knowledge 
and increased competence in identifying and managing sepsis, which was proven to improved outcome for patients. 
Secondly, interprofessional collaboration between nurses and physicians was experienced improved following the 
intervention. Communication became more accurate and focused on objective data, which facilitated better decision 
making and saved time. Lastly, the study highlighted changes in clinical assessment and judgement. Nurses reported 
using systematic measurements and the observation chart to assess patient’s condition, and this enabled a quicker and 
more appropriate physicians treatment response. However, both nurses and physicians experienced that clinical intuition 
was still a crucial skill. Overall, this study contribute to the academic advancement in the field of sepsis management, as 
it highlights the importance of standardized protocols and interprofessional training for early detection and appropriate 
patient treatment.
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